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3.
At your option, provide Chrysler’s assessment of the circumstances that led to the
incident including Chrysler’s analysis of the claim and/or notice regarding allegations of a
defect.
A3: On April 5, 2010,
(age 61) was traveling eastbound on US 41 in Naples,
Florida, in a 2009 Dodge Grand Caravan that had been rented from ELCO.
(age
39) was driving westbound in a 2006 Toyota Sequoia. The Toyota travelled over the centerline
and the left front of the Toyota Sequoia struck the left front of the Dodge Grand Caravan. A
2005 Pontiac Montana being operating by
(age 42) was traveling behind Ms.
and turned right to avoid the collision, traveling off the roadway coming to rest where it
struck some shrubbery. Ms.
suffered fatal injuries.
Chrysler Group was given notice of this incident on May 24, 2010, when it received a letter from
ELCO requesting that Chrysler Group participate in an inspection of the vehicle and a download
of the Event Data Recorder. Neither ELCO nor the parties involved in this incident have made
any claims against Chrysler Group or allegations that the subject vehicle was defective.
Chrysler Group inspected the vehicle and obtained EDR data from the 2009 Dodge Grand
Caravan and from the 2006 Pontiac Montana. The data showed that both vehicles had a travel
speed prior to the accident of around 52 mph. There was significant damage to the front end of
both the Sequoia and the Dodge Grand Caravan. The front left wheels of both vehicles were torn
off during the accident and there was significant damage to both frames. The driver and right
front passenger airbag for the Dodge Caravan deployed.
ANALYSIS: It is undisputed that the Toyota travelled over the centerline and there was no loss
of control of the Dodge Grand Caravan that preceded the head-on crash. This vehicle was
equipped with a TIPM7, which feeds power to the Occupant Restraint Controller (“ORC”) while
the ignition switch is in the “Run/Start” and “Run/On” positions. The fact that the front airbags
deployed is evidence that the ignition was in the “On” position and the TIPM7 was functioning
properly.
Per NHTSA’s request, Chrysler Group is including the available service and warranty records for
this vehicle. There is nothing in these records that indicate any malfunction of the TIPM7 prior
to this incident.
Based upon the facts known to date, there is no indication that this incident or the resulting
injuries were the result of a design or manufacturing defect in the subject vehicle.
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3.
At your option, provide Chrysler’s assessment of the circumstances that led to the
incident including Chrysler’s analysis of the claim and/or notice regarding allegations of a
defect.
A3:
On April 26, 2012 at 5:03 p.m.,
(age 30), a West Virginia state mine
inspector, drove a state-owned 2007 Jeep Grand Cherokee through a red light, over a guardrail
and into the Kanawha River in Charleston, West Virginia. Due to the water depth and speed, the
vehicle and Mr
body were not recovered for three days. The coroner noted cause of
Mr.
death as drowning.
Chrysler Group was given notice of this incident on January 4, 2013, when an attorney
representing the estate of Mr.
sent a request via electronic mail asking that Chrysler
Group participate in an inspection of the vehicle and perform a download of the EDR. On June
26, 2014, Chrysler Group was served with a lawsuit filed by
(Mr.
wife). Plaintiff claims the vehicle should have been equipped with "escape technology" for use
in submersion events. There were no allegations of loss or control due to a vehicle defect.
ANALYSIS: This vehicle was equipped with a FCM and there are no allegations or facts that
support a malfunction of the FCM occurred and caused or contributed to the crash or injuries.
There is no indication of what caused the loss of control, but there were indications that some
medical event, potentially associated with Mr.
diabetes, caused him to lose
consciousness and drive into the river without steering or braking inputs. The FCM in this
vehicle feeds power to the Occupant Restraint Controller (“ORC”) while the ignition switch is in
the “Run/Start” and “Run/On” positions. The fact that the front and side curtain airbags
deployed is evidence that the ignition was in the “On” position and the FCM was functioning
properly. There was no EDR data due to the loss of power from vehicle’s electrical system
damage caused by the crash.
Per NHTSA’s request, Chrysler Group is including the available service and warranty records for
this vehicle. There is nothing in these records that indicate any malfunction of the FCM prior to
this incident.
Based upon the facts known to date, there is no indication that this incident or the resulting
injuries were the result of a design or manufacturing defect in the subject vehicle.
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the cause of death or injury; (b) property damage invoices or estimates; and (c) documents
related to damages.
A1.
A copy of the Customer Assistance Inquiry Report (CAIR) is contained on the enclosed
CD ROM.
2.

Provide a copy of the Police Accident Report.

A2.

A copy of the Police Accident Report is on the enclosed CD ROM.

3.
At your option, provide Chrysler’s assessment of the circumstances that led to the
incident including Chrysler’s analysis of the claim and/or notice regarding allegations of a
defect.
A3:
This is a single vehicle collision involving a 2010 Dodge Ram 1500. On May 2, 2011 at
2:22 a.m.,
(age 29) was driving the truck along Red House Road in Madison
County, Kentucky. For reasons unknown, the truck crossed over the left lane, went off the road
and travelled along approximately 265 feet of tree line and hit several tree branches before
coming to rest against a tree. The police estimated the vehicle speed before leaving the road to
be 50 to 55 MPH. The police found no skid marks on the roadway or any signs of braking. Mr.
was pronounced dead at the scene.
Chrysler Group was put on notice of this accident on May 6, 2011, when Mr.
wife
called Chrysler stating that the driver’s airbag did not deploy. The Customer Assistance Inquiry
Report (CAIR) is on the enclosed CD ROM. The claimant has retained counsel and no
inspection has been performed on the vehicle.
Based upon the facts known to date, there is no indication that the crash or occupant injuries
were the result of a design or manufacturing defect in the subject vehicle.
September 15, 2014 Update:
This vehicle was equipped with a TIPM7 and there are no allegations or facts that support a
malfunction of the TIPM7 occurred and caused or contributed to the loss of control of the
vehicle. Moreover, an analysis of the vehicle damage revealed that the impact did not produce
the longitudinal deceleration necessary at impact to deploy the frontal air bags. The impact
damage was to the roof and windshield due to repeated impact from low hanging tree limbs. The
vehicle did not sustain any front impact damage and, therefore, did not sustain the necessary rate
of longitudinal deceleration.
Per NHTSA’s request, Chrysler Group is including the available service and warranty records for
this vehicle. There is nothing in these records that indicate any malfunction of the TIPM7 prior
to this incident.
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center rear position. They left the Wrangler running, allegedly with the shift lever in the Park
position, and let the child continue to sleep while they exited the vehicle and began to prepare the
cabin. Mrs.
returned to the 2011 Jeep Wrangler twice as she unloaded groceries and other
personal items. When she returned for a third time, the 2011 Jeep Wrangler was gone. She then
saw the 2011 Jeep Wrangler's taillights in the lake just above the water line, about 45-50 feet
away. The vehicle had rolled forward and into the lake. A neighbor was able to enter the
vehicle before it became completely submerged and he was unable to release the harness of the
child seat and remove the child. A police officer that arrived at the scene was eventually able to
remove the child from the vehicle, but the child had already expired, and attempts to resuscitate
him were unsuccessful. When the 2011 Jeep Wrangler was removed from the water the next
day, the shift lever was found in the Drive position.
Chrysler Group was put on notice of this accident on June 30, 2011, when counsel representing
Chrysler Group in Oklahoma notified Chrysler Group that they had been advised that an
attorney, appointed by the court to represent the estate of
, was inviting Chrysler
Group to attend a vehicle inspection. Chrysler Group later received a copy of Plaintiff’s
unserved Complaint that contains no specific allegation of design or manufacturing defect. A
copy of the unserved Complaint is on the enclosed CD ROM.
father is named as
a Defendant in the suit as well as Chrysler Group LLC, Bob Moore Dodge Chrysler Jeep, Inc.,
Hypertech Inc. and Dorel Juvenile Group, Inc., d/b/a Cosco Home and Office Products.
Based upon the facts known to date, there is no indication that this incident or occupant injuries
were the result of a design or manufacturing defect in the subject vehicle.
September 15, 2014 Update:
This vehicle was equipped with a TIPM7 and there are no allegations or facts that support a
malfunction of the TIPM7 occurred and caused or contributed to unintended movement of the
vehicle. A TIPM7 malfunction cannot cause inadvertent shifting of the transmission out of
park.
Per NHTSA’s request, Chrysler Group is including the available service and warranty records for
this vehicle. There is nothing in these records that indicate any malfunction of the TIPM7 prior
to this incident. Chrysler Group notes that the TIPM7 was replaced three years after the incident
(in June 2014) for a no-start condition, after the vehicle received a junk title and was evidently
being restored. The dealer replaced the TIPM7, the WIN module, the instrument cluster and
several other electrical components. It is believed these parts were potentially damaged in the
submersion and there is no indication they were malfunctioning at the time the vehicle was being
restored.
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an accident while driving his vehicle on November 8, 2013, in Ziyang County, Sichuan Province,
China. The driver allegedly struck a tree and both the driver and the front seat passenger were
killed. The owner of the vehicle claimed that the front airbags did not deploy. Chrysler Group
has no other information regarding this accident and has not had the opportunity to inspect the
vehicle.
This matter remains under investigation. Based upon the facts known to date, there is no
indication that this incident or the resulting injuries were the result of a design or manufacturing
defect in the subject vehicle.
September 15, 2014 Update:
There is no new information on this incident. This vehicle was equipped with a TIPM7 and there
are no allegations or facts that support a malfunction of the TIPM7 occurred and caused or
contributed to the crash or injuries.
Per NHTSA’s request, Chrysler Group is including the available service and warranty records for
this vehicle. There is nothing in these records that indicate any malfunction of the TIPM7 prior
to this incident.

DP14-004
CHRYSLER
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Warranty PUBLIC

Code
33133
42012
23179
67323
23257
67281
68794
65074
X7114
X7388
42646
X7936
42576
43284
61884
43870
59828
68478
65995
43491
44107
26492
X7138
X7149
X7439
X7485
X7549
X7880
X7699
43290
44743
43884
45286

Name 1
SICHUAN HUACHI AUTO SALES&SERVICE
LADD HANFORD CHRY DODGE JEEP
KELLY JEEP
STEPHENS AUTO CENTER
ROYAL JEEP
LOGAN CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE
GLEN DALE MOTOR COMPANY
HAYES CHRY-DODGE-JEEP INC
Dollar Thrifty Automotive Group
Dollar Thrifty Automotive Group
PALM CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE
THRIFTY RAC MONTGOMERY
JIM COGDILL DODGE COMPANY
GREVE CHRY-JEEP-DODGE OF VAN WERT
TOM O'BRIEN CHRYSLER JEEP NORTH
HEARTLAND MOTORS INC
TAUKE MOTORS INCORPORATED
LITCHFIELD CHRYSLER CENTER
WESTSIDE MTRS OF TRF INC
GLADSTONE DODGE INC
ACADIANA DODGE INCORPORATED
BOB MOORE DODGE CHRYSLER JEEP
VANGUARD CAR RENTAL
VANGUARD CAR RENTAL
VANGUARD CAR RENTAL
VANGUARD CAR RENTAL
VANGUARD CAR RENTAL
VANGUARD CAR RENTAL
VANGUARD RAC RICHMOND
HUFFINES CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE LEWIS
MIKE SMITH CHRYSLER JEEP DODGE
FIESTA AUTO CENTER
LITHIA DODGE OF CORPUS CHRISTI

Name 2
CO.LTDRVICE CO. LTD

INC

WARRANTY DEPT
WARRANTY DEPT
WARRANTY DEPT
WARRANTY DEPT
WARRANTY DEPT
WARRANTY DEPT
VILLE

Address 1
NO.151 YINHUI RD
2247 CUMBERLAND ST
501-523 STATE ROAD
104 STEPHENS DR
1901 PATRICK STREET PLAZA
ROUTE 44 SOUTH
1502 WHEELING AVE
719 W PIKE STREET
3100 SE 6TH AVE
3100 SE 6TH AVE
1801 S TAMIAMI TRAIL
3360 SELMA HIGHWAY
8544 KINGSTON PIKE
756 W ERVIN
4630 E 96TH STREET
717 NINTH STREET
1000 NINTH STREET SOUTHEAST
640 EAST HIGHWAY 12
1730 HWYS 1 & 59 NORTH
5610 NORTH OAK
1700 SOUTHEAST EVANGELINE HIGHWAY
INC.
.
.
.
.
.
.
6929 N. LAKEWOOD AVE STE 100
1024 SOUTH STEMMONS FRWY
1945 INTERSTATE 10 S
6320 BANDERA RD
4313 S STAPLES ST

Address 2
CHENGHUA DISTRICT

City
LEBANON
EMMAUS
DANVILLE
CHARLESTON
LOGAN
GLEN DALE
LAWRENCEVILLE
FT LAUDERDALE
FT LAUDERDALE
PUNTA GORDA
MONTGOMERY
KNOXVILLE
VAN WERT
INDIANAPOLIS
HAWARDEN
DYERSVILLE
LITCHFIELD
THIEF RIVER FALLS
GLADSTONE
LAFAYETTE

7420 NW EXPRESSWAY
6929 N LAKEWOOD AVE.
6929 N LAKEWOOD AVE.
6929 N LAKEWOOD AVE.
6929 N LAKEWOOD AVE.
6929 N LAKEWOOD AVE.
6929 N LAKEWOOD AVE.
TULSA
LEWISVILLE
BEAUMONT
SAN ANTONIO
CORPUS CHRISTI

State
Zip
CHENG'DU
EX
PA
17042
PA
18049
WV
25053
WV
25362
WV
25601
WV
26038
GA
30045
FL
33316
FL
33316
FL
33951
AL
36108
TN
37919
OH
45891
IN
46240
IA
51023
IA
52040
MN
55355
MN
56701
MO
64118
LA
70508
OKLAHOMA CITY OK
TULSA
TULSA
TULSA
TULSA
TULSA
TULSA
OK
74117
TX
75067
TX
77701
TX
78238
TX
78411

0

73132
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

74117
74117
74117
74117
74117
74117

